Today, we’re going to be doing a more involved peer review in class. There will be three required questions for you to answer, and then you will add three more of your own questions to have answered. Remember the more depth that you give in your answers, the more useful your response will be to your peer. Also, this time around you will be turning in all drafts and peer review sheets with your final paper, so this will count.

Make sure that at least two people read your piece, and make sure that they answer all of your questions in more than three sentences. Now, let us move onto the required questions:

**The Required Questions:**
What is my thesis? Please state in your own words.

Could you underline my subtopics as you see them? After underlining them answer this question: describe how my subtopics do, or don’t, follow my thesis.

Do my quotes float? In other words, are all quotes introduced and adequately tied back to the topic sentence of the paragraph. If the answer is no, then indicate the places in the text with the word, “FLOAT” in the margin.
4. Your first Question: ________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

5. Your Second Question: __________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

6. Your Third Question: ____________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you finish early, then you’ve probably shortchanged yourself. Go back and re-read your piece—making any changes or corrections that you might want to due to peer feedback.